WILMSLOW SHOW CLASSIC CAR EVENT
CONDITIONS FOR EXHIBITORS
Please read these conditions carefully and in the knowledge that they
were written to ensure the safety and enjoyment of everyone.
Once inside the show gates everyone is subject to the rules and
regulations as laid down by the Management of Wilmslow Show.
Items of specific importance to exhibitors










Unless specifically allowed by the organisers, cars must be manufactured before or during
1983
All vehicles are accepted into the show on condition that the show authorities and show
organisers cannot be held responsible for Exhibitors negligence involving damage or injury to
vehicles or persons. Similarly for loss or theft of vehicles, contents and equipment.
It is the responsibility of exhibitors to ensure to ensure that all vehicles on the show site have
valid insurance and as a minimum third party cover.
No dangerous dogs are allowed on site – other pets are the direct responsibility of their
handlers and must be kept on a leash and under control at all times.
Vehicles moving on the show site are restricted to maximum of walking speed (4mph) and no
unauthorised movement is allowed during show time.
The riding of cycles, motorcycles, quad bikes etc on the show ground is strictly forbidden at
any time (disabled vehicles may be allowed at the discretion of the organisers).
The organisers and show authorities reserve the right to remove anyone from the show who is
considered to have contravened any of the regulations.
Exhibitors are expected to follow the instructions of the organisers and show authorities
regarding the siting of cars. In the interest of safety please follow the instructions at all times.
All drivers of vehicles must hold a current and valid driving license.

Times are as follows;
# The Showground will be open from 9am
# All vehicles to be in place by 10.30am at the latest.
# The Show starts at 11am.
# Show closes at 5pm- vehicle movement is forbidden during the show

Please help us to keep the show site tidy by placing all rubbish in the
bins provided.
Please observe the show conditions, it is our wish that you have and
enjoyable day.
Thank you very much for your co-operation with the above.
Wilmslow Show Ltd. Registered in England No. 07977695

